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About This Game
There was a group of scientists on the military space section in the sector 177, they were elaborating a mutagen capable of
transforming an ordinary man into a soldier with incredible power characteristics. But the experiment got out of control and all
of the experimental have turned into zombies as a result. During short period of time almost all residential sectors of the station
have become infected. Your goal is to prevent further spread of infection in the remaining unaffected sectors. To achieve this
goal you are provided with ultra-modern military turrets. Exterminate the horde of infected ones as they break into the
residential sectors. And save the last sane crew`s members, there are only 25 left…
Sector 177 is a game in the genre of Tower Defense
The rules of the game are quite simple: there are modules on the playing field, on which turrets are build. You can buy them in
the store. You get money for buying turrets by killing the infected ones.
There are 10 waves in the game, the reward for killing the infected ones are getting higher with every wave, but the infected
ones also become more and more aggressive with every new wave and it becomes more difficult to stop them. Therefore, your
goal is to distribute your money correctly while buying turrets, so you can hold out during all 10 waves and keep the infected
ones away from the residential sectors.
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Title: Sector 177
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Recreat4
Publisher:
Virtuactions
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10
Processor: 2.0 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA 470 GTX
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 1 GB available space
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scoala 177 sector 1. sector 177 noida. section 1776
This is classified as a tower defense. This is the single most drab and boring tower defense I've EVER had the misfortune to
play.
Simply put the zombies spawn way too slowly to poses a threat, you get money way too fast, each round of zombies has WAY
too many in them, and overall if you place down a lv 1 turret (and you get enough money to do this stupid early) no zombie will
ever get through.
Literally you could set the game up, go to work and come home to a finished game there is THAT little of effort involved in
this.. What a waste of money!. Watching paint dry is more exciting!!
Can not believe how boring this game is.. Looked like a cool game but unfortunately I am not able to play it.
The game crashes on startup with the information below.
"The UE4-Sector177 Game has crashed and will..."
"Fatal Error!"
I verified game integrity, reinstalled, changed compatibility mode, disabled x-fire but still get the same error.
Requested refund.
. BOUGHT IT ON SALE FOR 89 CENTS, STILL FEEL AS THOUGH I WASTED MONEY. Thought there would be
different weapons to unlock or different types of waves or something. Nope same recycled BS wave after wave. had everything
fully upgraded in the first few waves...... Do not waste your time or money.
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